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In 2017, the Legal Clinic for the Disabled marked its 30th Anniversary―an occasion celebrated with 
a sense of accomplishment and pride. We have come a long way since our humble origin when one 
attorney served one client at Magee Rehabilitation Hospital. Over the past 30 years, with the support 
of Magee, LCD has grown and expanded to include a staff of thirteen serving over 3,500 clients each 
year in Philadelphia and the surrounding counties. 

The theme of this annual report is “Partnering for Change.” In these troubled times, I believe change is 
only really possible when change makers join forces. In this report we honor and thank those who have 
helped LCD in the communities we serve thorough our Medical Legal Partnership (MLP) Initiative, 
Community Legal Outreach Clinics, Housing and Habitability work, and continuing outreach into the 
poorest communities in Philadelphia. 

LCD’s staff attorneys and paralegals are co-located in eight MLPs in hospitals and health centers 
across Philadelphia. Together, medical service providers and LCD attorneys work to effect positive 
change in the lives of low-income persons with disabilities. Our medical partners are trained to screen 
their patients for social determinants of health that are legal in nature and immediately refer them to 
LCD attorneys working on-site at that healthcare center. It is with the support of our MLP partners that 
our reach into the disability community is so great. 

We also reach our client communities through Community Legal Outreach Clinics, joining forces 
with pro bono volunteer attorneys to provide legal services at sites where our clients live or receive 
services. These attorneys, who give freely of their time and talent, are an inspiration and reflection of 
the Philadelphia legal community’s compassion and desire to give back.  

On any given day, LCD staff attorneys are advocating for clients in court, helping families gain access 
to safe, affordable housing, and visiting clients in their homes. I am honored and humbled to work with 
LCD’s staff who work so hard each and every day to promote equal access to justice and help those 
who are often in desperate need. Our staff reflects all that is best in non-profit lawyering. 

Fighting systemic injustice cannot be done alone. I also want to thank the legal services community 
for its support and collaboration this year. LCD is proud to be counted among the Philadelphia legal 
services agencies working to address the disparate treatment of people who live in substandard 
housing and experience eviction at an alarming rate. This collaboration, supported by the City of 
Philadelphia, will change the legal landscape for many impoverished people living with disabilities 
and I am confident that it will reduce the power imbalances that too often disadvantage low-income 
individuals.  

LCD is eternally grateful for our many donors and volunteers. Your generosity and loyalty continues 
to strengthen the depth and breadth of our service to low-income people living with disabilities in the 
Philadelphia region. 

Finally, I want to thank LCD’s Board of Directors for their ongoing support, advice, and counsel. 

I am honored to present this 2017 Annual Report. I invite you to get to know LCD better through the 
stories of our medical partners and of our work. I know you will be as impressed as I am at the power 
of “Partnering for Change.”

Sincerely,

Linda Peyton, Executive Director

PARTNERING
            FOR 
                INCLUSION, 
                      INDEPENDENCE
                               and 
                                  JUSTICE
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In 1987, one attorney met with one client in a hospital room at Magee Rehabilitation Hospital. 
From that meeting, the Legal Clinic for the Disabled was born. Now, after 30 years, LCD has 

served thousands of low-income people with disabilities in the Philadelphia area. With generous 
support from Magee Rehabilitation Hospital, we no longer operate in one room, but across the 

city of Philadelphia and surrounding counties. LCD’s partnership with Magee formed
one of the first Medical Legal Partnerships (MLP) in the country. MLPs are recognized as an 

important model to address social determinants that affect healthcare outcomes.

The MLP is a community-centered healthcare delivery model that works to improve the health 
and well-being of low-income, vulnerable populations by addressing unmet legal needs. It 

removes the legal barriers that negatively affect people’s health, independence and quality of life. 
LCD attorneys work on-site with physicians, nurses, social workers, residents and others to 

ensure effective solutions to health and legal problems.

History

Founded in 1987, LCD opened its doors at Magee Rehabilitation Hospital in 1990. LCD’s partnership with 
Magee formed one of the first MLPs in the country. At Magee, LCD attorneys work closely with physicians, 
residents, nurses, and case managers to ensure effective solutions to legal issues that impede positive health-
care outcomes and that may prevent maximum recovery. 

LCD’s partnership with Magee has fostered the growth of LCD’s MLP Initiative across the city of 
Philadelphia. Magee generously supports LCD by providing administrative office space, which helps LCD 
sustain its work both within Magee and in the various outside communities we serve. This spirit of 
collaboration speaks to Magee’s mission to lift people with disabilities up and help them find the way back to 
a healthy independent life 

Jeanne Doherty, MD, Magee’s Assistant Medical Director and the MLP Medical Champion, has witnessed 
first-hand the many socioeconomic challenges faced by patients with disabilities, and the impact this has on 
their physical, mental, and emotional health. 

“I was introduced to the tremendous work of LCD as a resident in training at Magee Rehabilitation Hospital 
many years ago,” said Dr. Doherty. 
“The ability to consult a member of 
the LCD staff to directly refer patients 
and then observe the legal services 
they provided as an integral part of the 
clinical team left a lasting impression. 
Over the years as an attending physician 
I have witnessed the legal team of LCD 
address some of the most complex and 
challenging issues.

The tremendous positive impact these 
legal services have had on patients―
many of whom have suffered cata-
strophic injuries―contributes greatly to 
their ability to live safely and as 
independently as possible in the 
community. 

It has been an incredible resource to 
our clinical staff in providing the legal 
expertise and advocacy to assist our 
patients in overcoming legal obstacles 
that would otherwise affect their 
independence, health, and quality of 
life.”

Direct Service, Maximum Impact
Magee Rehabilitation Hospital

Sean is a 55 year old contractor who forced himself to work in spite of feeling exhausted and 
weak.  A heart issue forced him into the hospital. It was discovered that Sean had cancer. Now 
wheelchair dependent and using a ventilator, Sean was transferred to Magee Rehabilitation 
Hospital. When LCD Staff Attorney Niki Ludt met with him in September of 2017, he had been 
hospitalized for ten months without any income to help support his two grade-school aged 
children.  The doctors now also suspected that Sean had ALS.  Niki immediately helped Sean 
apply for Social Security disability (SSDI).  She communicated with the adjudicator handling the 
claim, pushing for an expedited decision.  If Sean was found disabled with ALS he would be 
eligible to receive Medicare immediately. Niki coordinated with Sean’s neurologist to obtain 
required documentation for the Social Security Administration. Sean was awarded disability 
benefits for himself and auxiliary benefits for his children. They now had a monthly income and 
received a retroactive benefit of nearly $17,000. Sean’s immediate eligibility to receive Medicare 
also enabled him to transfer to a skilled nursing facility that was close to his family.

Coordination Brings Action
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St. Christopher’s Hospital for Children

In 2012, LCD launched PhilaKIDS MLP with St. Christopher’s Hospital for Children. 
The MLP screens families for unmet legal needs that are impacting the health and 
well-being of the children and their families in the Ambulatory Clinic, located in St. 
Christopher’s Center for the Urban Child (CUC), and in the Center for Children with 
Special Healthcare Needs, located in the hospital. 

Working with PhilaKIDS MLP Medical Champion, Dr. Dan Taylor, LCD developed 
a screening questionnaire that is given to families when they come for their medical 
visit. The questionnaire screens for social determinants of health including food and 
income insecurity, substandard housing and utilities, public benefits, child custody 
and support, and domestic violence. A quarter of all families self-reported unmet legal 
needs that impact positive health outcomes. Families are immediately referred to on-
site Staff Attorney and Duffy Fellow Theresa Brabson, to help them receive the legal 
aid they need. 

Through this partnership, LCD has screened over 25,000 families for unmet legal 
needs and served over 3,400 since 2012. This remarkable growth has been made 
possible by the unwavering commitment of Dr. Taylor and the PhilaKIDS MLP team 
who work collaboratively to mitigate and prevent negative health outcomes that stem 
from unmet social and legal needs. 

“LCD’s involvement has transformed my interactions with patients,” said Dr. Taylor. 
“We can now screen for and take preventative actions before the health issues reach a 
crisis point. It’s a very stressful situation for any doctor to be in—feeling like you are 
irrelevant to your patients because you help them, and then they go home to horrible 
living situations. These stressors affect children’s health. Now, with the questionnaire, 
we can stem the tide. I, personally, feel like a more complete physician and the 
families, I believe, feel this as well.”

In addition to providing direct legal services, LCD regularly trains the PhilaKIDS 
healthcare partners on substantive areas of law, such as tenant rights, domestic 
violence, and public benefits, so that providers can identify unmet needs through 
compassionate conversation. Each pediatric resident receives one-on-one training 
during their first year on the MLP model, the importance of social determinants of 
health, and the provider’s role in addressing unmet social and legal needs. 

Transforming Patient Interactions

Dr. Dan Taylor meets with a client in the 
Medical Legal Partnership at St. Christopher’s 
Hospital for Children. 

25,000+
                         families screened since 2012
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For LCD’s clients, our services can mean the difference between maintaining safe and secure housing and slip-
ping into homelessness.  In 2017, Staff Attorney Evan Barker provided invaluable aid to a client, Pam, who was 
facing eviction. 

Pam was receiving rental assistance through a Housing and Urban Development (HUD) voucher.  She 
continued living in a home that included sewage backing up in her basement and water damage leading to mold.  
Pam demanded that her landlord make repairs, but when he failed to respond she withheld her rent, a tactic 
which she had hoped would force her landlord to finally do the right thing.  Due to complications arising from 
her HUD voucher Pam mistakenly miscalculated the amount of rent she needed to withhold.  As a result the 

Hardwork and Negotiation Leads 
to Favorable Outcome

LCD’s MLP at the Stephen Klein Wellness Center (SKWC), a collaboration between LCD and 
Project HOME, launched in 2015 when Project HOME opened SKWC— a 28,000 square foot 
healthcare facility located in North Philadelphia. In partnering with Project HOME, the MLP 
addresses the health-harming legal needs of SKWC’s patients, including landlord-tenant issues, 
housing and income insecurity, and public benefits. The MLP at SKWC is part of an integrated 
health care delivery model that partners behavioral health, primary care, dentistry, legal services, 
and numerous community services agencies.  

Since its inception, Dr. Mudit Gilotra, MD, Director of Integrated Health Services at Project 
HOME, has served as LCD’s Medical Champion at SKWC. Dr. Gilotra worked alongside LCD 
staff to develop schedules and workflows, institute a standardized screening protocol, and review 
referral metrics. His main goal was to develop new projects, support and expand clinical delivery, 
and create integrated teams and workflows at Project HOME. For Dr. Gilotra, the MLP model 
helped him reach his goals and streamline his work.  

According to Dr. Gilotra, the MLP has allowed SKWC to care for their patients more 
holistically. “Before the MLP, I would see patients with legal issues and I would just put up my 
hands because I had nothing to offer them,” said Dr. Gilotra. “Now we have concrete options that 
are actually effective. It’s an incredible amount of relief as a provider who wants the best for our 
patients. They have also helped to educate me and given me a working knowledge of these issues 
allowing me to speak to patients in an informed manner.

LCD provides support for people that already have too much going on in their lives. They help 
relieve my patients’ stress. Their involvement with SKWC has been life-changing and has 
prevented multiple terrible outcomes around people’s housing situations.”

Effective Options for Change
Stephen Klein Wellness Center

landlord filed an eviction complaint in landlord tenant court.

Before addressing the issue of unpaid rent Evan immediately stepped in to assist Pam in retaining her voucher.  
After securing her subsidy Evan then worked with the landlord’s attorney to correct the amount of rent Pam 
actually owed.  Evan was able to negotiate a settlement that factored in the months the landlord failed to make 
needed repairs and had her rent reduced for that time period.  The landlord was also required to make repairs.
In order for the settlement to be finalized Pam needed financial assistance which LCD secured with support 
from the Francis Fund, a pool of funding administered by Project Home in celebration of Pope Francis coming 
to Philadelphia.

Thanks to Evan’s hard work, Pam remains in her home, free from the worry of eviction and repairs made.

2017 ANNUAL REPORT
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Leading by Innovating

Johnnie met Susanne many years ago and saw that she was going through some tough times in her life. She 
was living alone with no family contact. Susanne suffered from depression and severe mobility issues. Johnnie 
gained her trust over time and unbeknownst to Susanne managed to gain full control of her property. When he 
told Susanne that he was selling her home she realized that something was terribly wrong.

Susanne called the Legal Clinic for the Disabled distressed that she would soon be homeless. Staff Attorney 
Niki Ludt quickly investigated the property records.  Johnnie exploited Susanne’s trust when he had her sign a 
power of attorney. Johnnie used the power of attorney to transfer the home to his name.  He then filed an 
eviction complaint against her to completely remove her from her home.  With the help of pro bono attorney, 
Rick Vanderslice, work began to right the wrongs Susanne faced.

Niki represented Susanne in her eviction hearing, which started the process of keeping her in her home.  Once 
that was accomplished, multiple LCD staff attorneys and pro bono attorney Rick Vanderslice were able to 
advocate for Susanne in reaching a settlement on the sale of the house. Successful negotiations allowed Su-
sanne to receive a majority of the proceeds from the sale.  She was able to use the settlement money to move 
into senior housing in the same neighborhood.  Thanks to LCD staff attorneys and the support of a dedicated 
volunteer, Susanne is now happy in her new home and free from exploitation.

Volunteers Support Our Mission

In 2009, LCD collaborated with the Family Practice Counseling Network (FPCN) to open MLP-Philadelphia, the 
first MLP in the country located in a nurse managed health center.

In Philadelphia, FPCN has three federally qualified nurse-managed health centers: Abbottsford Falls in 
Germantown, 11th Street Health Center in North Philadelphia, and the Health Annex in southwest Philadelphia. 
MLP-Philadelphia has expanded to include all of FPCN’s sites. 

Now, LCD has attorneys on-site at all FPCN MLP sites to collaborate with medical personnel and staff to identify 
social determinants to health that are legal in nature and impede healthcare outcomes. Our on-site presence 
allows us to identify and resolve health-harming legal problems as early as possible to prevent the increased 
stress and turmoil affecting our clients.   

Emily Nichols, Director of Operations at FPCN, works closely with LCD on the ground. “Our patients are 
underserved and need so much support. The services LCD provides are so important to our patients,” said Nich-
ols. “At FPCN, we know our patients go through so much that affect their physical and behavioral health. The 
issues become a priority and LCD is there to help take care of them. The attorneys at LCD are such good 
advocates for our patients, who most times do not have anyone in their corner.”

Family Practice Counseling Network
The Legal Clinic for the Disabled (LCD) provides free legal services to low income people with 

disabilities and to the deaf and hard of hearing in Philadelphia, Bucks, Delaware, Chester and 
Montgomery Counties. It is the only non-profit legal services organization dedicated 

exclusively to providing legal services to those with disabilities in the Philadelphia area. 
Incorporated in 1987, LCD began serving the community in 1990 and is a 501(c)3 non-profit 

organization which has helped thousands of Pennsylvanians with disabilities.

Our Mission

2017 ANNUAL REPORT
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In August 2013, LCD developed an MLP with Hahnemann 
University Cancer Center. MLP services are available to patients in 
the Radiation Oncology department, which is comprised of three 
treatment centers: the outpatient radiation treatment center located 
at Hahnemann; the Rittenhouse Oncology treatment center; and 
the outpatient chemotherapy treatment center at the I. Brodsky 
Group staffed by Drexel University College of Medicine providers.

LCD attorneys at Hahnemann MLP are onsite 2 days a week to 
meet with cancer patients receiving radiation and oncology 
treatment, as well as those who are returning to Hahnemann for 
follow up visits after finishing treatment.  Due to their illnesses, 
many of these patients find themselves having to navigate the 
intricacies of insurance, disability benefits, and employment leave 
for the first time.   Additionally, most of Hahnemann’s patients are 
being presented with large medical bills, often while also scaling 
back hours of employment to accommodate rigorous treatment 
schedules.  LCD attorneys meet with these patients where they are 
receiving their cancer treatment to help them with these issues and 
to plan for the future, thus enabling them to concentrate on their 
treatment and recovery.

Lydia Komarnicky, MD is the co-Director of the Hahnemann 
Cancer Center and LCD’s on-site Medical Champion Dr. Komar-
nicky works to educate her colleagues on the importance of the 
MLP and promotes the services provided by LCD staff attorneys. 

“LCD has had a major impact in the lives of our patients,” said 
Dr. Komarnicky. “I think patients feel that they have an advocate, 
someone they can turn to when their healthcare providers can’t 
help or don’t know how to help. I believe patients feel less stressed 
about situations that they feel are out of their control. This is 
especially true with cancer patients.

“LCD has helped us provide better care. We are not just treating 
their illnesses but providing assistance to other needs that we may 
not be as familiar with. This has helped patients be more compliant 
with their daily care. We are a team.”

Hahnemann University Hospital
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30th Anniversary
A Look Back at the Start

From the beginning, LCD has relied on strong partnerships to flourish as an organization and make a lasting 
impacts in clients’ lives.

Thomas Brown, Partner at Butler Weihmuller Katz Craig LLP, has watched LCD grow from one attorney’s 
vision to a robust organization with attorneys at eight sites across Philadelphia. Brown, who was the Chairman 
of the Young Lawyers Division of the Pennsylvania Bar Association in the early 1980s, was initially approached 
by Jim Ferriman, then-Chairman of the Board of Magee Rehabilitation Hospital. Ferriman, an attorney, had 
recently visited The Chicago Rehabilitation Hospital where he saw a sign for the Legal Clinic for the Disabled. 
For Ferriman, the need in Philadelphia was clear and the connection to Magee was natural.

Upon returning to Philadelphia, Ferriman approached Brown about the Pennsylvania Bar Association’s Young 
Lawyers Division creating a legal clinic for people with disabilities at Magee. Brown in turn approached Andy 
Susko, former Chairman of the Philadelphia Bar Association’s Young Lawyers Division, to complete the 
partnership. It took over two years but eventually the clinic became a reality.

“[LCD] was pre-Americans with Disabilities Act,” explains Brown. “Fundraising was hard for organizations 
that dealt with disabilities. It was not a topic that people easily talked about or supported. We were also still 
waiting to be approved for nonprofit status, relying on the Bar Association for support. We had a ‘build it and 
they will come’ mentality.”

The next big step was hiring Executive Director Mary Keane. Keane came on board with no promise of being 
paid because funds were still slim. With an Executive Director in place and nonprofit status established, LCD 
opened its doors at Magee in 1990. Magee provided office space, phones, and client referrals. Just as on day 
one, Magee’s support is critical.

It was not easy being only the second legal clinic in the country serving the disability community. It was a 
“slow, deliberate slog” as Brown recalls. But because the Americans with Disabilities Act had yet to be passed, 
people with disabilities that needed legal aid could not physically get to lawyers. Most buildings and offices 
were not accessible. 

For nearly a decade, the sole attorneys working with clients were the Executive Director and volunteer 
attorneys from the Philadelphia Bar Association. “We struggled for a long time and there were a lot of battles 
early on,” recalls Brown. “But LCD’s reputation speaks for itself. The organization provides services and has 
given a voice and access to the disability community of Philadelphia that would not exist otherwise.”
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Our Volunteers
Elisa Advani 

Associate, Martin Law LLC

Edward Biester
Partner, Duane Morris LLP

Sharon Caffrey
Partner, Duane Morris LLP

Luke Debevec
Partner, Reed Smith LLP

Michael Eckhardt
Vice President-Chief Risk Officer, General Counsel 

& Secretary, Wawa, Inc.

Amy Farris
Associate, Duane Morris LLP

Ethan Fogel
Partner, Dechert LLP

Jarret Hitchings
Associate, Duane Morris LLP

Deenah Kogan
Associate, Galfand Berger

J. Scott Kramer
Partner, Duane Morris LLP

Alyssa Kovach
Associate, Duane Morris LLP

Robert Levicoff
Staff Attorney, Duane Morris LLP

Alyson Lotman
Partner, Duane Morris LLP

Carolyn Maddaloni
Attorney, Wawa, Inc.

Joseph Mahady
Associate, Reed Smith LLP

Colleen Mallick
Associate, Dechert LLP

Sara McCormick
Associate, Ballard Spahr LLP

Katharyn Christian McGee
Pro Bono Counsel, Duane Morris LLP

Melissa Murphy
Associate, Blank Rome LLP

Regina Nelson
Associate, Reed Smith LLP

Beatrice O’Donnell
Partner, Duane Morris LLP

Elizabeth Oquendo
Director, Continuing Medical Education, Temple 

University

Rosetta Packer
Partner, Ballard Spahr LLP

Lauren Pezor
Associate, Post & Schell, PC

Eileen Quigley
Attorney, Balard Spahr LLP

Richard Riley
Partner, Duane Morris LLP

Heather Ritch
Partner, Reed Smith LLP

Daniel Rotko
Associate, Drinker Biddle

Rick Schlegel
Assistant General Counsel, Exelon Corp.

William Shotzbarger
Associate, Duane Morris

Thomas Spencer
Partner, Duane Morris LLP

Robyn Stoter
Associate, Duane Morris LLP

Jonathan Swichar
Partner, Duane Morris LLP

Rebecca Trela
Associate, Drinker Biddle

Michael Zullo
Partner, Duane Morris LLP



LCD’s Community Legal Outreach Clinics (CLOC) continue to expand and bring inclusion to 
people in the communities where they live, work, and receive health care services. Volunteer 
attorneys from Philadelphia law firms provide pro-bono support for these quarterly legal clinics 
held at Associated Services for the Blind and Inglis House.

Community Legal Outreach Clinics

Thank you to the following attorneys, who in 2017, provided pro bono legal services to 
our CLOC clients:

Alex Braden 
Partner, Dilworth Paxson LLP

Patrick Harrington
Associate Dilworth Paxson LLP

Krystal Kane 
Pro Bono Coordinator, Blank Rome LLP

Graham Laub 
Partner; Chair, Securities Group; Chair, Mergers & Acquisitions Group,

 Dilworth Paxson LLP

Eric Meyer 
Partner, Dilworth Paxson LLP

Christopher Nana-Sinkham 
Associate, Dilworth Paxson LLP

Skye Nickalls 
Associate, Dilworth Paxson LLP

Kathy Ochroch 
Partner & Director of Pro Bono Services, Blank Rome LLP

Michael Trainor 
Associate, Blank Rome LLP

Matthew Whitehorn 
Partner; Chair, Employee Benefits Group; Chair, Pro Bono Committee,

 Dilworth Paxson LLP
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2017 Board of Directors2017 Highlights

President 
Matthew Faranda-Dietrich, Esq.

Royer Cooper Cohen Braunfeld LLC

Vice President
Debra Jensen, Esq.

Galfand Berger, LLP

Secretary
Regina Nelson, Esq.

Reed Smith LLP

Treasurer
Michael Zyborowicz, CPA

Citrin Cooperman

Members

Jason Daria, Esq.
Feldman, Shepherd, Wohlgelernter, Tanner, 

Weinstock & Dodig

Jeanne Doherty, MD
Magee Rehabilitation Hospital

Jillian Flax, Esq.
Cozen O’Connor

Richard W. Foltz, Jr., Esq.
Pepper Hamilton, LLP

Rachel Gallagher, Esq.
Teva Pharmaceuticals

Bob Johnson
Vice President, David Feldman Worldwide, Inc.

Katie Samson
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts

William Stassen, Esq.
Fox Rothschild LLP

M. Susan Toth, Esq.
Rawle & Henderson LLP

Timothy G. Ventura, Esq.
Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman & Goggin

Kate Woods, JD, MPH, CHC
Capital Blue Cross

LCD handled over 1,500 cases affecting over 

3,500 people

Nancy Glass of Glass Entertainment Group, Philadelphia City 
Representative Sheila Hess, and Monica Kondrad, Nurse Care 
Coordinator at St. Christopher’s Hospital for Children were 
honored at the 30th Anniversary Fall Celebration.

raised at the 
30th Anniversary 

Fall Celebration

raised by individuals at the 
Broad Street Run

raised at the 
One Man One Dog Walk

$15,000+

$156,000 

$5,000+
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